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------------------------------------------------------************************----------------------------------------- 

ABSTRACT 

In India, the rapid growth of newly registered vehicles was reported  compared to the previous year’s which makes it rough estimate 

to 14.5% increases year-on-year. Referring to parking statistics provided by the India Times newspaper the current transportation 

infrastructure and car park facilities are deemed insufficient in sustaining the influx of vehicles on the road. Rapid globalization and 

rising economies all over the world bring in the need for smart parking management solutions. Searching for a parking space is a 

routine activity for many people in cities around India. We typically obtain the parking spaces in a particular geographic area and the 

process is real-time to place vehicles at available positions. We provide an online-based parking solution system via the application. 

It involves providing an online commercial place, where parking providers and car owners associate for business for societal 

benefits. The parking providers provide their unused/vacant space for a parking lot as a rental basis to park the vehicles and help the 

government to maintain their routine activity. We provide a platform to find the perfect parking space and to pre-book the parking lot 

through the applications (Web & Android). It connects drivers or car owners to search for a parking space to anyone anywhere 

whether in the car park at hotel, office, retail center, private driven or garage and transforms their payment through UPI. The car 

owner or driver can search for their nearby location with multiple options to park their vehicles. 

 

------------------------------------------------------************************----------------------------------------- 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In India, the rapid growth of newly registered 

vehicles was reported compared to the previous 

years which makes it rough estimate to 14.5% 

increases year-on-year. Referring to parking 

statistics provided by the India Times newspaper 

the current transportation infrastructure and car 

park facilities are deemed insufficient in sustaining 

the influx of vehicles on the road. Due to the lack 

of sufficient areas for parking, open areas such as 

public squares, public fields, places of social 

gatherings are, over time and under the pressure of 

the problem, converted to the parking  area. Most 

places the gap between existing parking programs 

and more widespread transportation system 

planning is, at a global scale, a massive missed 

opportunity for cities to reduce transportation-

related emissions. In the current era rapid growth 

of vehicles resultant congestion even in small cities 

which should be amended. 

Rapid globalization in the automobile industry and 

rising economies all over the world bring in the 

need for smart parking management solutions. 

There have been multiple attempts to find a partial 
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or global technological solution to this problem. 

We should be parked our vehicle at parking spaces 

in a particular geographic area and provide real-

time to place vehicles at available positions. 

ParkSpes typically obtain the parking spaces in a 

particular geographic area and provides parking 

space to place vehicles at available positions. We 

provide an online-based parking solution system 

via an application. ParkSpes provide an online-

based commercial parking system where parking 

providers and car owners association to provide 

the business of parking car/vehicle with rental 

space. The parking provider registers their 

vacant/unused space on ParkSpes with GPS 

location of their space and provides proper 

documents. The car owner and drivers register 

their vehicle's appropriate details with proper 

documents. We provide a platform to find the 

perfect parking space and to pre-book the parking 

lot through the applications (Web & Android). 

The car owner or driver can search for their nearby 

locations with multiple options to park their 

vehicles. It connects drivers or a car owner to 

search for a parking space to anyone anywhere 

whether in the car park at hotel, office, retail 

center, private driven or garage and transforms 

their payment through the UPI payment system. 

When it deployed as a system, it provides the 

facilities to park the vehicles with security, 

monitoring of vehicles parked and reduces the 

time of searching parking areas. It also helps to 

reduce the traveling time and availability of 

facilities in parking space through ParkSpes. It 

also permits cities to carefully manage their 

parking supply. reduce the traveling time and 

availability of facilities in parking space through 

ParkSpes. It also permits cities to carefully 

manage their parking supply. 

 

2.METHODOLOGY 

A. Parking Provider 

The parking provider is the common people who 

have some vacant/unused space in their place. 

They provide their vacant/unused space to 

ParkSpes to provide parking lot and help the 

government to routine activity as well as himself 

by earning money for their unused space. The 

Parking provider needs to register their space in 

ParkSpes sites where they need to wait for approval 

for providing parking space for car owners and 

drivers. For registration of their space, they need to 

upload their land document with land images. 

ParkSpes verification team verified their land and 

document if the land is verified with their 

authorized person then space holders are 

authorized to provide a parking lot and pre-booked 

the parking lot. The parking lots booking are 

provided by parking provider according to their 

convenience timing. They need to maintain their 

convenient timing for the parking lot in the 

ParkSpes. The payment allocated for parking lots 

depends upon the parking providers. The payment 

is held through the UPI payment system directly 

between the parking providers and car owners or 

drivers. 

Flow Chart 
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B.Car Owners / Drivers 

The car owners and drivers can search the parking 

lots nearby their location and parked their vehicles. 

They can also pre-book the parking lots according 

to their need and convenience. The car owner and 

drivers register their vehicle's appropriate details 

with proper documents and email and wait until 

their document’s verification. Afte verification of 

their document, they are allowed to start the 

booking of the parking lots through their 

application. For  booking or pre-booking, the 

parking lots they need to search the parki

near their locations after finding the parking lots 

they have to park their vehicle into the parking lot 

and check-in into the ParkSpes application to point 

parking lots are allocated. When they are leaving 

the parking lot, they need to check-out t

parking lot are vacant. 
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booking, the 
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Flowchart 

3.CONCLUSION 

We searching for parking space to park our 

vehicle but we don't find such places and we 

parked in the no-parking area which leads to 

traffic congestion and sometimes our vehicles are 

towed by the traffic officer. We should be parked 

our vehicle at parking 

geographic area and provide real

vehicles at available positions. We provide car 

owners and drivers to find parking space and pre

book the parking lot. It helps to reduce the 

traveling time and availability of faciliti

parking space. ParkSpes involves providing an 

online commercial place to park your vehicles. It 

provides the facilities to park the vehicle with 

security, monitoring of vehicle parked and reduces 

the time of searching parking areas. This will 

reduce approx. 30%- 40% 

countries like India. This will provide the business 

potential for vehicle parking 

providers and car-owners  

permits cities to carefully 

supply. It helps the government to reduce the 

management load of parking system & traffic 

congestion to their routine activity. In the future, 
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we will provide facilities to directly connected 

solution for rapidly locating available parking 

spaces on the street. 
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